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The Markets Continue to Reward Long-Term Equity Investors

Early in the quarter, many commentators were convinced that the long anticipated end of the Bull Market had finally
arrived.  Stocks, large and small cap, domestic and overseas, took sharp down-turns.  Beginning in June through late July,
the NASDAQ declined about 16% and the S&P 500 about 8%.  The much-touted engine of the Bull Market’s strength,
equity mutual fund inflows, dropped from $18 billion in June to $6 billion just one month later.  At least for now the market
sentiment seems to be that even that historically average “correction” was overdone since share prices and mutual fund
inflows have come roaring back and interest rates have declined to below pre-correction levels.

At least two lessons are to be learned from this quick dip and recovery.  First, the obvious one: a long-term investor,
committed as a matter of policy to a heavy allocation to equities, can’t afford to panic when things start to turn rough.
Much more is to be “lost” if one is out of the market when prices rise than one should expect to “gain” by getting out as
prices fall.  The strong upward bias of equities over the long term assures that the probabilities will favor the durable
commitment.

The second one is much less obvious (because this “correction,” by historical standards, both was not large and was
especially swift): for those who are psychologically risk-averse, funding for substantial short-term financial objectives
should not be committed to equities investment.  Many “bear markets” have been far worse than the 10ish percent
declines in large cap stocks experienced this summer and, frequently, it’s taken many months or even years to recover.
Without some low-risk reserve for any near-term needs, protracted weakness in equities’ performance could undermine an
investor’s willingness to remain committed for the (eventually) likely upturn.  Worse, it could cause actual hardship as
desired expenses perhaps go underfunded.  The events of this summer provided a reasonably gentle reminder of what
could be much worse.  Where clients’ overall needs require it, we’ve positioned portfolios--from the outset--to withstand
that risk.

OVERSEAS OUTLOOK

The recent underperformance of the overseas equities asset classes has disappointed our many clients with substantial
international investments, especially in emerging markets.  It is important to recognize that some of the recent
underperformance can be attributed to the strengthening dollar.  In local currencies, “core” overseas markets have had a
respectable year thus far (EAFE was up 7.8% in local currency terms).  Still, in terms of what our clients expect to
spend— US dollars— EAFE was up only 4.6% while the S&P 500 was up 13.4% through the first nine months of the year.

Nevertheless, we remain very optimistic about the long-term merits of investing overseas.  Not only does it provide
diversification against domestic markets, it provides more direct access to fundamental growth opportunities overseas,
especially in emerging markets.  Given the smaller volumes and lesser degrees of market information, we believe that that
overall market inefficiency is likely to cause underpricing of eventually discoverable value.  Thus incorporating a
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substantial dose of overseas investment should create the opportunity for superior portfolio performance, with less risk,
over time.

This logic of inefficient pricing of higher actual growth opportunities requires a substantial commitment to the sub-
components of “small cap” and emerging markets overseas, even though the larger capitalized companies in the more
mature markets (Europe in particular) have been the better recent performers.  Separately, the recently frustrating
exchange rate impacts can reverse themselves rapidly and if they do, the greater benefit will occur, conversely, primarily in
the “core” overseas countries where currencies are not “pegged” to the dollar.  And this could occur alongside continued
positive local returns, compounding the good results for US investors.  So, we want to remain exposed in those areas as
well.

As you’ve heard us report in the past, we take a neutral to negative approach to hedging exchange rate risk, not selecting
mutual funds because they routinely hedge.  From this juncture, an unhedged position should serve our clients well.  A
further significant strengthening of the dollar seems unlikely to us at this time.

To us, one thing is very clear: this would have to rank as one of the worst times to pull back from a planned long-term
commitment to overseas investment.  The dollar is, now, very strong and domestic markets have been outperforming their
historical averages for some time.  If anything, now would be a good time to augment the overseas allocation within the
ranges permitted by the plan.

Perhaps more important than hedging strategy, or even the sub-asset class pigeonholes of “overseas small cap” or
“emerging markets,” is the talent of the managers running the overseas mutual funds we’ve selected for our clients.  All of
them can, and do, range opportunistically into various capitalization categories and a variety of markets, exotic and
established.  Their long-term performance in these realms continues to give us confidence that our clients will be well-
served in this crucial overseas asset class.

FED WATCH FOLLIES

By the time the Federal Reserve Open Market Committee met on September 24th, speculation on changes in short-term
interest rates had progressed to how much they would raise them--an increase all but “assured”.  Later that day, despite
the claim from a leading business publication that eight of twelve Federal Reserve Bank presidents favored an increase,
the Federal Reserve made no change.  The next morning’s Wall Street Journal carried a headline referring to the Fed’s
“surprise” move but none of the experts cited in the numerous articles throughout the paper would admit to being caught
off-guard.  Most claimed that the Fed wouldn’t make changes this close to the presidential election.  Almost all of them
predicted an increase instead at the next meeting, November 13th.

The reversal of positions that occurred within two days,  first the consensus that rates would be increased, followed by the
majority of commentators claiming that they knew there would be no change, is not all that worrisome.  It only emphasizes
the futility of predicting changes in interest rates.

The alarming aspect of this sequence of events was the amount of media coverage the Fed policy meeting received.  The
meeting ended around noon Pacific time and was a topic of conversation around office water coolers nationwide that same
afternoon.  The breadth and depth of the media coverage of possible change in short-term rates illustrates (some would
argue the media has created it) the national fascination with rates.  While short-term rates are important, their value lies
more in big picture trends than in any single change.  Small rate changes are attempts to fine-tune the direction of the
economy--a feat many economists believe impossible, but necessary to attempt.  Individual changes are similar to airplane
pilots frequently adjusting their course in small ways, rather than making fewer and more major changes.  Imagine how
“exciting” a flight would be if the pilot waited until the plane strayed significantly off course.  Instead, a routine flight
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involves the pilot making numerous slight course corrections...without attracting any attention from the passengers.  So it
might better be with the Fed’s decisions.

MID-YEAR TAX TACTICS / REBALANCING

As we reviewed client portfolios this past quarter, we rebalanced each client’s equity portfolio.  The purpose of this
activity (described in detail in our prior 3rd Quarter Commentaries) is to realign each asset allocation back to the specified
range, first set out in the Investment Policy Statement (IPS).  Because we review our clients’ portfolios continuously on a
rolling weekly basis, the asset allocations are frequently trued-up during the year.  Nonetheless, in addition to that ongoing
effort, in August, we comprehensively review all client asset allocations at one time to systematically maintain each client’s
optimal allocation and risk/return profile among various asset classes.

As always, we performed this function within the context of minimizing taxes and transaction costs while also being
cognizant of future account activity (capital inflows, planned dispositions, etc.) that provide other means to rebalance.  This
year the thrust of the rebalancing effort generally involved the repositioning of assets into the small company growth
component of client portfolios.  This reflected, in part, the relative decline suffered by this volatile asset class during the
early part of this last quarter.  Consequently, the logic of rebalancing (“sell high; buy low”) typically required some
augmentation of exposure to the small company component in order to return each portfolio to its optimal long-term equity
allocation.

Our other actions involved selling certain positions to capture large tax losses.  While the long-term positive bias of the
equity markets has produced gains in equity investments held for meaningful time horizons, in the short-run, paper losses
can arise and present investors with the opportunity to realize tax losses.

The conventional wisdom about capturing tax losses is to defer sales until the end of the year, in part, to deal with tax rules.
Since tax law precludes the repurchase of the loss position until thirty days after a sale, investors often purchase a
replacement (swap) position to maintain their exposure to the market segment.  So, at year-end, if losses are present, they
can be realized and the tax consequences of the swap position (if any) deferred into the next year.

While doing tax-loss sales at year-end is generally an appropriate strategy, we gave careful thought to the benefits of
pursuing tax-loss sales before calendar year-end.  We concluded that doing so is beneficial when the following factors
were present to some degree:

• significant percentage loss,
• a substitute exposure that tracks closely to the position sold,
• minimal transaction cost(s), and
• portfolio rebalancing is also needed

The rationale for the mid-year activity is to capture net tax benefits currently available while remaining fully exposed to
the asset class where the large loss arose.  Because the subsequent sale of the replacement position may , indeed we
hope, generate a taxable gain, we must be reasonably confident that this gain won’t offset or exceed the benefits of the tax
loss.  That’s why we haven’t engaged in this activity if the loss was relatively small.

FUND WATCH
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As an example of these tactics, the volatility experienced by the small cap growth segment of the market this quarter
produced losses in one of our growth exposures, Navellier Aggressive.  As a result, we sold Navellier Aggressive in
most taxable client accounts and temporarily replaced it with Van Wagoner Micro Cap.  The Van Wagoner position was
unwound and Navellier Aggressive repurchased in many accounts before quarter end.  The process should be completed
in all remaining client accounts before the end of October.

Last quarter we reported that Michael Price, the manager of Mutual Discovery, a small company value fund, had agreed
to sell his firm, Heine Securities, Inc., to Franklin Resources, Inc.  We have been monitoring developments related to this
transaction and can now report the following.  Shareholders who purchase the fund before this November 1st, will be
allowed to make subsequent purchases without paying a sales charge (load).  After November 1st, new shareholders will
have to pay a sales load.  What’s not clear completely is whether investment advisors such as K&F will be allowed to
continue to purchase the fund for clients on a no-load basis.  We are in the process of resolving this question and we do
expect to have continued no-load access to the fund.

Generally, our managers performed well this quarter relative to their benchmarks.  Not surprisingly, the most aggressive
managers were the farthest off because they exhibit greater volatility on both the upside and the downside.  This happened
in 1993 when Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets gained 86%, compared to 66% for the emerging markets index.
Over the long-run we expect this greater upside volatility to compensate our clients handsomely for the less enjoyable (but,
happily, less frequent) periods of greater downside risk.

For comparative purposes, we present the following average returns for equity mutual funds in asset classes as reported in
Barron’s for the 3rd quarter (in $U.S.):

Large Cap (S&P 500 Objective) 3.0%
Small Company Growth 1.7%
International -0.6%
International Small Company -1.6%
International Emerging Markets -2.8%

The table below summarizes the performance of the most commonly used mutual funds and annuity sub-accounts in our
client portfolios:

12  Months 3 Years
3rd Quarter to Annualized to

1996 9/30/96 9/30/96
Large Cap Domestic
Berkshire Hathaway 4.7% 9.4% 24.5%
Guardian Stock Fund (Annuity) 3.9 15.5 13.1
Neuberger & Berman Guardian 3.4 7.2 14.3
Brandywine 6.0 10.0 16.4
Schwab 1000 3.3 19.1 16.2
Vanguard Index 500 3.1 20.2 17.3

Small Cap Domestic
    Growth and Earnings Momentum
Navellier Aggressive Small Cap  [Closed; -3.1 23.0 N/A
        open to new investors through K&F]
Navellier Aggressive Growth -2.5 N/A N/A
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Value Line Centurion (Annuity) 2.3 13.4 13.9

12  Months 3 Years
3rd Quarter to Annualized to

1996 9/30/96 9/30/96

Value Orientation
DFA Small Co. Value 1.3 13.8 15.4
Heartland Value [Closed; open to new 0.2 12.9 15.8
                              investors through K&F]
Mutual Discovery 2.8 18.5 19.7

Core International
Baillie Gifford (Annuity) 0.7 13.7 9.2
Harbor International [Closed] -0.1 15.9 15.7
Ivy International -0.8 14.7 13.7
T. Rowe Price International Stock 0.7 13.6 11.1
Warburg Pincus International Equity -2.5 9.3 11.4

Emerging Markets and
International Small Cap
Acorn International -1.2 15.1 11.7
Warburg Pincus Emerging Markets -5.0 7.9 N/A
Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets -7.9 1.1 N/A

INFLATION-INDEXED TREASURIES

Dubbed by some as a wholly “new asset class,” Treasury notes and bonds indexed to inflation are getting a lot of ink as
financial advisors and reporters develop points of view about the pros and cons of these instruments.

Starting in January 1997, the Treasury intends to issue these new instruments, technically named Treasury Inflation-
Protected Securities (TIPS).  The first issuance will have a 10-year maturity. The smallest denomination will be $1000.  In
the first year the volume is expected to be about $5 billion per quarter; this compares to a volume for all 10-year Treasury
notes in 1995 of about $55 billion.  The interest rate will be set by market auction and is expected to be set at about 3.25 -
3.5% next January, reflecting a “real” or “net of inflation” return.

Both the interest and the principal increase by the CPI.  If there is deflation, then the interest will be calculated on a lesser
value.   In the event of prolonged or severe deflation causing the bond to be worth less than par, an appealing feature is the
guarantee that at maturity the investor gets back at least the par value.

The indexed bonds and notes can be made into STRIPS (Separate Trading of Registered Interest and Principal Securities).
This stripping into the principal and interest portion allows for the creation of indexed instruments of shorter maturities.
Also, by the end of 1997, two to five-year indexed notes are expected to be offered, and in 1998 there should be Inflation-
Protected Savings Bonds.
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Should investors use these new 10-year notes?  Here are some considerations:

Index - The Treasury could change the applicable index from the currently selected urban CPI to one of the other
versions of the CPI.  Further, since many observers believe all versions of the CPI overstate actual inflation, the index
itself could be negatively overhauled.  This may be great news for taxpayers but could make these investments less
attractive to investors.

Principal and Interest Variability - Interest payments will decrease if there is deflation and, regardless of the index, like
a standard bond, principal will fluctuate if market interest rates change.  This can happen for reasons unrelated to inflation
such as a weakened dollar or a decline in the overseas demand for US Treasury instruments due to, for example, higher
rates being available elsewhere.  Some commentators have calculated that the 10 year inflation indexed instrument should
have the volatility of a two or three-year Treasury note---not no volatility!

Liquidity - The market for these indexed notes and bonds may not be as active as for fixed-principal securities.  The
Treasury cautions that lesser liquidity and few market participants could lead to larger spreads between bid and ask prices
than for standard notes and bonds of the same maturity.

Taxation - Both the interest and the increase in value caused by inflation are currently taxable.  In times of very high
inflation, the tax on the indexed principal could be higher than the net after-tax coupon, meaning one would need other
dollars to pay the tax.  Further, the calculation of the inflation increment appears to require the application of complex
formulas, particularly if the note is purchased in the secondary market, rather than bought at par from the Treasury.  Note
that the indexed Savings Bnds scheduled for 1998 will not be taxed until maturity.  When there is deflation along the way,
that “loss” can be used to offset the instrument’s current taxable income and can be carried back to offset its previously
taxed income;  that “loss” can also be carried forward as an offset against the note’s future taxable income.  Finally, be
aware that in the very unlikely event deflation causes the note to be worth less than par at maturity, indeed, the Treasury
will pay the par value--the guaranteed minimum.  But the difference between the deflated value and the par value will be
taxable as ordinary income...a tax on what will appear to the investor as getting his or her original money back!

We think the tax complexities will cause most investor demand in 1997 to come from purchases for IRA’s or similar
vehicles. But, the market for inflation-protection securities is not just individual investors. Mutual funds, 401(K) plan
sponsors,  and pension plans are already expressing interest.

Wearing our investor-advocate hats, we see inflation-adjusted notes (ten years or less) as good instruments for making
ladders of bonds with maturities matched to near-term goals either when housed in tax-sheltered vehicles or where the
dollar size is large enough to make the tax headaches worthwhile.  Contrary to the Treasury’s promotional rhetoric, this is
probably not the place for a small investor to engage in a dabble.  Moreover, and much more important, notwithstanding
their inflation protection, we believe that these instruments will be a poor second-best choice for long term goals.

As citizens, we are somewhat concerned that the administration may be short-sighted in offering these instruments.  They
should help the Treasury to borrow at cheaper rates than are paid on standard bonds of the same maturity.  Nevertheless,
they could become expensive to the Treasury (i.e. taxpayers) if inflation spikes.  Moreover, these instruments may, as
Henry Kaufman is reported to have said,  be a vehicle that “reduces the public’s fear of inflation ...and thus hastens its re-
emergence.”

While we share his concern to some extent, we also think it’s easy to overstate.  The “fear of inflation” has already been
reduced, for many, without (at least as yet) deleterious inflation consequence, by indexing of tax brackets, Social Security
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payments, and government (and some private) pensions.  On the margin, we don’t think the introduction of these new
Treasury securities is likely to significantly erode the public’s desire for, or behavior regarding, price stability, at least not at
currently anticipated volume levels.  Much larger volumes could present a different story.


